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Describes the role of community in the author's when the game becomes all too real, the
life, from her experiences on the campaign trail school threatens to shut it down. Cate will do
with her husband, presidential candidate John anything to keep playing and save The Guild.
Edwards, to the 1996 death of their teenage
But can she find the real assassin-before she's
son and her battle with breast cancer.
the next target?
T.A.G. You're It... "It is 4 a.m. when they come Romance, magic and an age-old prophecy for me. I am already awake, strung out on the the first novel in a stunning new paranormal
fear that they will come, and fear that they
young adult series. Born Wicked is to witches
won't. When I finally hear the click of the latch what Twilight is to vampires! Our mother was a
on the dormitory door, I have only a second to witch too, but she hid it better. I miss her. To
"Comprising all the decisions of the Supreme
brace myself before-" At Cate's isolated
me, the magic feels like a curse. According to
Courts of California, Kansas, Oregon,
boarding school Killer is more than a game-it's the Brothers, it's devil-sent. Women who can
Washington, Colorado, Montana, Arizona,
an elite secret society. Members must avoid
do magic-they're either mad or wicked. So I
Nevada, Idaho, Wyoming, Utah, New Mexico,
being "killed" during a series of thrilling pranks- will do everything in my power to protect
Oklahoma, District Courts of Appeal and
and only the Game Master knows who the
myself and my sisters. Even if it means giving
Appellate Department of the Superior Court of
"killer" is. When Cate's finally invited to join
up my life - and my true love. Because if the
California and Criminal Court of Appeals of
The Guild of Assassins, she knows it's her
Brothers discover our secret, we're destined
Oklahoma." (varies)
ticket to finally feeling like she belongs. But
for the asylum, or prison . . . or death. Praise
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for BORN WICKED: 'A tale so captivating, you landmark in modern crime fiction."
don't want it to end' - Andrea Cremer, New
—The Times, UK From Ragnar
York Times bestselling author of the
J nasson, the award-winning author
Nightshade series Jessica Spotswood is a
of the international bestselling Ari
debut US author. She grew up in a tiny oneTh r series, The Girl Who Died is a
stoplight town in Pennsylvania. Now she lives
standalone thriller about a young
in a gentrifying hipster neighbourhood in
woman seeking a new start in a
Washington, D.C. with her playwright husband
and a cuddly cat named Monkey. She's never secluded village where a small
happier than when she's immersed in a good community is desperate to protect its
secrets. Teacher Wanted At the Edge
story, and swoony kissing scenes are her
favourite. Born Wicked is her debut novel for of the World Una wants nothing more
teens. Check out the stunning trailer here
than to teach, but she has been unable
www.youtube.com/watch?v=KZztqxA58iw
to secure steady employment in
@jessica_shea www.jessicaspotswood.com
Reykjav k. Her savings are depleted,
Kate
her love life is nonexistent, and she
Josie Marcus, Mystery Shopper
cannot face another winter staring at
The Arrow
the four walls of her shabby
A Lillian Frost & Edith Head Novel
apartment. Celebrating Christmas and
The Story Of An Hour
ringing in 1986 in the remote fishing
Dolled Up to Die (The Cate Kinkaid Files Book
hamlet of Sk lar seems like a small
#2)

with Th r, a man she shares an
attraction with but who is determined
to keep her at arm’s length. As
darkness descends throughout the
bleak winter, Una finds herself more
often than not in her rented attic
space—the site of a local legendary
haunting—drinking her loneliness away.
She is plagued by nightmares of a little
girl in a white dress singing a lullaby.
And when a sudden tragedy echoes an
event long buried in Sk lar’s past, the
villagers become even more guarded,
leaving a suspicious Una seeking to
uncover a shocking truth that’s been
kept secret for generations.
Everything is on the line for aspiring
editorial diva Dancy Ames when she's
fired by her publisher. Could this be
the time to risk it all on her writing
price to pay for a chance to earn some career--and maybe even love? Dancy
THE NAIL-BITING NEW STORY
teaching credentials and get her life
Ames has an enemy: Jack Quinn. The
FROM THE MILLION COPY
BESTSELLING AUTHOR "Is this the back on track. But Sk lar isn’t just man who swoops in, steals her dream
best crime writer in the world today? one of Iceland’s most isolated villages,job at Lane Publishing, and fires her,
saying she just doesn't have what it
If you're looking for a mystery to get it is home to just ten people. Una’s
only students are two girls aged seven takes to be an editor. Now that she's
lost in during lockdown..." —The
and nine. Teaching them only occupies unemployed, Dancy must find a new
Times, UK "A world-class crime
so many hours in a day and the few
career. Coffee barista, English teacher,
writer...One of the most astonishing
plots of modern crime fiction" —Sundayadults she interacts with are civil but literary agent. Hmm. Maybe she'll
write a novel--a nasty invective,
distant. She only seems to connect
Times, UK "It is nothing less than a
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featuring a relentless job-stealing,
compelling, simple, tender, true Pictures, domain of Edith Head. Edith
coffee-drinking stalker who falls in
heartbreaking and uplifting in equal
has yet to win the first of her eight
love with a coffee barista. She's got
measure. 'In the Quiet is an
Academy Awards; right now she's
time on her hands, so when her friends accomplished first book from an
barely hanging on to her job, and a
dare her to send Jack a proposal,
exciting new talent. I fell in love with it scandal is the last thing she needs. To
under an assumed name, she takes
slowly, over the course of many
clear Lillian's name and save Edith's
them up on it. If he likes it, she'll have chapters. It's a quiet book
career, the two women join forces.
her ultimate revenge. But what will
(appropriately named) and an utterly Unraveling the mystery pits them
she do when it turns out that Jack is
lovely one.' Readings 'Uplifting and
against a Hungarian princess on the
interested in her book--and maybe
heartwarming ... a beautiful depiction lam, a hotshot director on the make,
more?
of Australian rural life' Better Reading and a private investigator who's not on
A moving, sweet and uplifting novel of 'This hearttugging first novel is a
the level. All they have going for them
love, grief and the heartache of letting beautifully paced mixture of romance, are dogged determination, assists from
go, from a wonderful new Australian
family saga and mystery' Adelaide
the likes of Bob Hope and Barbara
author. Cate Carlton has recently died, Advertiser 'A glorious book that will
Stanwyck, and a killer sense of style.
yet she is able to linger on, watching make you cry, guaranteed. But it's also In show business, that just might be
her three young children and her
uplifting and tender. A surprise find.' enough. The first in a series of
husband as they come to terms with
Canberra Times 'You will weep, and
riveting behind-the-scenes mysteries,
their life without her on their rural
marvel, and pass this book on, and on, Renee Patrick's Design for Dying is a
horse property. As the months pass
to your friends.' Nikki Gemmell
delightful romp through Hollywood's
and her children grow, they cope in
Shortlisted for the Readings Prize for Golden Age. At the Publisher's
different ways, drawn closer and
New Australian Fiction 2015
request, this title is being sold without
pulled apart by their shared loss. And Los Angeles, 1937. Lillian Frost has
Digital Rights Management Software
all Cate can do is watch on helplessly, traded dreams of stardom for security (DRM) applied.
seeing their grief, how much they miss as a department store salesgirl . . .
The Journal-lancet
her and how - heartbreakingly - they until she discovers she's a suspect in The Girl Who Died
begin to heal. Gradually unfolding to
the murder of her former roommate,
A Highland Guard Novel
Hailey's Truth
reveal Cate's life, her marriage, and
Ruby Carroll. Party girl Ruby died
Finding Hope in the Darkness of
the unhappy secret she shared with
wearing a gown she stole from the
Depression
one of her children, In the Quiet is
wardrobe department at Paramount
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West's Annotated California Codes
Hailey Roberts has never had it easy. Despite
the scars of a tragic childhood, she's made a
life for herself. As a part-time student and
loving nanny, she yearns for a family of her
own and reluctant Austin Casey, Ethan Cooke
Security's best close protection agent.Hailey's
past comes back to haunt her when her long
lost brother tracks her down, bringing his
dangerous secrets with him. At an emotional
crossroads, Hailey accepts a humanitarian
opportunity that throws her together with
Austin, taking her hundreds of miles from her
troubles, or so she thinks.What starts out as a
dream come true quickly becomes a nightmare
as violence erupts on the island of Cozumel.
Young women are disappearing, community
members are dying'and the carnage links back
to her brother. As Austin struggles to keep
Hailey's past from destroying her future, he's
forced to make a decision that could turn her
against him, or worse cost them both their
lives.
Mrs. Louise Mallard, afflicted with a heart
condition, reflects on the death of her husband
from the safety of her locked room. Originally
published in Vogue magazine, “The Story of
an Hour” was retitled as “The Dream of an
Hour,” when it was published amid much
controversy under its new title a year later in

St. Louis Life. “The Story of an Hour” was
in the form of one dead man, one wounded
adapted to film in The Joy That Kills by
man, and what appears to be a pretty obvious
director Tina Rathbone, which was part of a
case of self-defense. Owner Matt Halliday
PBS anthology called American Playhouse.
wants to hire her, but not for this case. Instead,
HarperPerennial Classics brings great works of Cate is charged with finding a man who owns a
literature to life in digital format, upholding the particular motorcycle Matt would like to buy.
highest standards in ebook production and
As her search progresses, she begins to suspect
celebrating reading in all its forms. Look for
that the shooting in Matt's office may not have
more titles in the HarperPerennial Classics
been as cut-and-dried as it appeared.
collection to build your digital library.
Bestselling and award-winning author Lorena
Executive Summary for a report which gathers McCourtney takes readers on another wild ride
& collates the best national data available to
of mystery in this clever cozy mystery, part of
provide a reliable & comprehensive overview her popular series The Cate Kinkaid Files.
of American reading today. This report relies Born Wicked
on large, nat. studies conducted on a regular
A Thriller
basis by U.S. fed. agencies, supplemented by Good Husbands
academic, foundation, & business surveys.
Short Story
Although there has been measurable progress Lies She Told
Life After Life
in recent years in reading ability at the
elementary school level, all progress appears to What if you could live again and again, until
halt as children enter their teenage years. There you got it right? On a cold and snowy night in
is a general decline in reading among teenage 1910, Ursula Todd is born to an English
& adult Americans. Both reading ability & the banker and his wife. She dies before she can
habit of regular reading have greatly declined draw her first breath. On that same cold and
among college grad. The declines have
snowy night, Ursula Todd is born, lets out a
demonstrable social, economic, cultural, &
lusty wail, and embarks upon a life that will be,
civic implications. Charts & tables.
to say the least, unusual. For as she grows, she
Cate Kinkaid arrives at H&B Classic Auto
also dies, repeatedly, in a variety of ways, while
Restorations to give a friend a ride. But, as
the young century marches on towards its
usual, trouble finds Cate even there--this time second cataclysmic world war. Does Ursula's
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apparently infinite number of lives give her the vanished without a trace. He is never found,
infamous face is exposed during a covert
power to save the world from its inevitable
and the family is torn apart, the house
mission, Gregor is forced to lie low. He returns
destiny? And if she can -- will she? Darkly
abandoned. Decades later, Alice is living in
home only to find a new battle waiting: a
comic, startlingly poignant, and utterly original London, having enjoyed a long successful
daring game of seduction involving his now
-- this is Kate Atkinson at her absolute best.
career as a novelist. Miles away, Sadie
very grown-up and very desirable ward, Cate of
Cate Kinkaid is just dipping her toe into the
Sparrow, a young detective in the London
Lochmaben. A born fighter, Cate was clinging
world of private investigating until one of the police force, is staying at her grandfather’s
to life when Gregor rescued her after a vicious
many résumés she has floating around lands house in Cornwall. While out walking one day, English raid on her village left her mother
her a real job. All she has to do is determine
she stumbles upon the old Edevane
dead. But five years later, the once scrappy
that a particular woman lives at a particular
estate—now crumbling and covered with vines. orphan Gregor took under his protection has
address. Simple, right? When the big and
Her curiosity is sparked, setting off a series of become a woman. Brave, strong, and skilled in
brooding house happens to contain a dead
events that will bring her and Alice together
warfare, Cate is determined to lay claim to the
body, this routine PI job turns out to be
and reveal shocking truths about a past long
warrior who refuses to be trapped. The heat in
anything but simple. Is Cate in over her head? gone...yet more present than ever. A lush,
his eyes tells her she has his attention . . . and
Readers will be hooked from the very first
atmospheric tale of intertwined destinies from a his desire. But will Gregor allow his heart to
chapter of this fast-paced and witty romantic
masterful storyteller, The Lake House is an
surrender before danger finds them, and the
mystery from bestselling and award-winning
enthralling, thoroughly satisfying read.
truth of Cate’s identity is revealed? Praise for
author Lorena McCourtney.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER As King Robert Monica McCarty and The Arrow “[Monica]
From the New York Times bestselling author of the Bruce of Scotland plots to retake his English-McCarty’s gift lies in writing strong
The Secret Keeper comes a “moody,
occupied castles, he needs the stealth and skill characters into wildly entertaining—often
suspenseful page-turner” (People, Best Book of his elite soldiers, the Highland Guard.
unexpected—scenarios. Readers can’t go
Pick) filled with mystery and spellbinding
Fearless and indomitable, no men are more
wrong with her latest.”—The Washington
secrets. Living on her family’s idyllic lakeside loyal to their king, or more cherished by the
Post “The Highland Guard come to life as
estate in Cornwall, England, Alice Edevane is a women they love. The talents of legendary
McCarty fills her tales with historical accuracy
bright, inquisitive, and precociously talented
marksman Gregor “Arrow” MacGregor are and moving romance. The ninth in the series is
sixteen-year-old who loves to write stories. One crucial now, as Bruce moves to reclaim his
well paced, emotional and powerfully told.
midsummer’s eve, after a beautiful party
Scottish holdings. Gregor is considered the
Don’t miss it!”—RT Book Reviews (Top
drawing hundreds of guests to the estate has
most handsome man in Scotland, and his fame Pick!) “One of the best Highlander historical
ended, the Edevanes discover that their
as an archer is rivaled only by his reputation
series out there.”—The Reading Cafe
youngest child, eleven-month-old Theo, has
with the lasses as a heartbreaker. But when his “Heart-wrenching . . . The Arrow made a
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lasting impression on me.”—Under the Coversexpected. Will anyone survive? Everyone knows "Invisible". (Religious fiction).
2014 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST
“A mixture of passion, history, and great wit Unknown Island—it’s the world’s most
to create a tale to captivate your senses! To die exclusive destination. Think white sand beaches, Travis Coates has a good head…on someone
turquoise seas, and luxury accommodations.
else’s shoulders. A touching, hilarious “tour
for!”—Addicted to Romance “There is
Plus, it’s invite only, no one over twenty-one de force of imagination and empathy”
danger, laughter, and sweet love and secrets
(Booklist, starred review) from John Corey
revealed. All the characteristics of a wonderful allowed, and it’s absolutely free. Who
Whaley, author of the Printz and Morris
read.”—Tea and Book “Monica McCarty is wouldn’t want to go? The mysterious resort
launched with a viral marketing campaign, and Award–winning Where Things Come Back.
an absolutely superior author! Her Highland
Listen—Travis Coates was alive once and then he
Guard series has to be one of the absolute best now the whole world is watching as the
Highland series out there! Fun, fast paced, fact mysterious resort opens its doors to the First Ten, wasn’t. Now he’s alive again. Simple as that.
the ten elite influencers specifically chosen to be The in between part is still a little fuzzy, but Travis
driven and totally fantastic!”—Bodice
can tell you that, at some point or another, his
Rippers, on The Raider “McCarty is a master the first to experience everything Unknown
at writing Highlander romance . . . keeping her Island has to offer. You know them. There’s the head got chopped off and shoved into a freezer in
Denver, Colorado. Five years later, it was
Highland Guard series fresh, with spectacularly gamer, the beauty blogger, the rich girl, the
reattached to some other guy’s body, and well,
riveting plots and fabulously romantic couples. . superstar, the junior politician, the
environmentalist, the DJ, the CEO, the chef, and here he is. Despite all logic, he’s still sixteen, but
. . If you’ve not read this series yet, then I
the athlete. What they don’t know is that they everything and everyone around him has
strongly suggest that you do.”—Night Owl
weren’t invited to Unknown Island for their
changed. That includes his bedroom, his parents,
Reviews, on The Hunter
following—they were invited for their secrets.
his best friend, and his girlfriend. Or maybe
Before Goodbye
Everyone is hiding a deadly one, and it looks like she’s not his girlfriend anymore? That’s a bit
Soldier
someone’s decided it’s payback time.
fuzzy too. Looks like if the new Travis and the old
They Both Die at the End
Finding Solace and Strength from Friends and Unknown Island isn’t a vacation, it’s a trap. Travis are ever going to find a way to exist
And it’s beginning to look like the First
together, there are going to be a few more scars.
Strangers
Oh well, you only live twice.
Ten—no matter how influential—are never
You Had Me at Good-bye
USA TODAY BESTSELLER Good Morning
coming home.
The American Baptist Magazine, and
Summoned to investigate a bizarre shooting
America: “A psychological thriller that will keep
Missionary Intelligencer
The beach read you have been dying for! When attack on a frantic lady's collectible dolls, private you up all night...Get ready.” CrimeReads: "The
ten of America's hottest teenage influencers are investigator Cate Kinkaid struggles to learn the Most Anticipated Crime Books of Summer”
invited to an exclusive island resort, things are
vandal's motives and follows leads to an actual
TrulyBookish.com: Five Stars. “If you are a fan
sure to get wild. But murder isn't what anyone
human murder. By the award-winning author of of Liane Moriarty’s Big Little Lies, then this
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book is for you!” Booklist: “Well-drawn
to the murder, and that the biggest secrets of all upside down, they don’t know who to trust—a
characters... [an] absorbing page-turner.”
are often in plain sight for anyone willing to look. complete stranger or the men they love and built their
lives with. The three women come together to
Library Journal: “A great beach read for those A taut, locked room mystery with an
with a penchant for scandalous secrets and
unforgettable cast of characters, One Little Secret embark on a hunt for the truth, but they are hardly
gossipy suspenseful mysteries.” Bustle: "New
promises to keep readers' eyes glued to the pages prepared for what they will discover. Who is the
victim, and will justice ultimately be served?
Books Set At the Beach To Read When You
and debating the blinders that we all put on in the
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “A
Can’t Be There Yourself" Publisher’s Weekly: service of politeness.
meditation on sense-making when there’s no sense
“Solidly plotted...Holahan does a fine job
A Novel
to be made, on letting go when we can’t hold on,
portraying fraying marriages and artificial
The Evangelical Magazine and Missionary
and on being unafraid even when we’re
friendships.” Kirkus: “A domestic thriller
Chronicle
terrified.”—Lucy Kalanithi “Belongs on the shelf
that’s actually filled with lots of secrets. Some of The Religious Intelligencer
alongside other terrific books about this difficult
Death Takes a Ride (The Cate Kinkaid Files
them pretty big.” Everyone has a secret. For
subject, like Paul Kalanithi’s When Breath Becomes
Air and Atul Gawande’s Being Mortal.”—Bill
some, it’s worth dying to protect. For others, Book #3)
Gates NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
I Love Jesus, But I Want to Die
it’s worth killing. The glass beach house was
THE YEAR BY REAL SIMPLE Kate Bowler is a
supposed to be the getaway that Susan needed. Everything Happens for a Reason
professor at Duke Divinity School with a modest
Mystery shopper Josie Marcus's report about
Eager to help her transplanted family set down
roots in their new town—and desperate for some Danessa Celedine's exclusive store is less than stellar, Christian upbringing, but she specializes in the study
and it may cost the fashion diva fifty million dollars. of the prosperity gospel, a creed that sees fortune as a
kid-free conversation—she invites her new
blessing from God and misfortune as a mark of
neighbors to join in on a week-long sublet with But Danessa's financial future becomes moot when
God’s disapproval. At thirty-five, everything in her
her and her workaholic husband. Over the course she's found murdered, strangled with one of her own life seems to point toward “blessing.” She is
thousand-dollar snakeskin belts-and Josie is accused
of the first evening, liquor loosens inhibitions and
thriving in her job, married to her high school
of the crime.
lips. The three couples begin picking up on the
Three wives, one letter, and an explosive secret that sweetheart, and loves life with her newborn son. Then
others' marital tensions and work frustrations, as will change everything. He said, she said. Who do
she is diagnosed with stage IV colon cancer. The
well as revealing their own. But someone says too you believe? Jessica, Stephanie and Priyanka are
prospect of her own mortality forces Kate to realize
that she has been tacitly subscribing to the prosperity
much. And the next morning one of the women complete strangers, but they have one thing in
gospel, living with the conviction that she can control
is discovered dead on the private beach. Town
common: they’ve each received a letter accusing
detective Gabby Watkins must figure out who
their husbands of committing a sexual assault more the shape of her life with “a surge of
determination.” Even as this type of Christianity
than two decades prior. Is the accusation true or is
permanently silenced the deceased. As she
investigates, she learns that everyone in the glass there more to the story? It was a secret that remained celebrates the American can-do spirit, it implies that if
you “can’t do” and succumb to illness or
house was hiding something that could tie them buried for years. With their worlds suddenly turned
misfortune, you are a failure. Kate is very sick, and no
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amount of positive thinking will shrink her tumors. The Lake House
market activity influence the quality of care
What does it mean to die, she wonders, in a society The Assassin Game
provided by health care organizations and then
that insists everything happens for a reason? Kate is And Other Lies I've Loved
looks at their handling of medical mistakes. Using
stripped of this certainty only to discover that without Skippy Dies
a detailed case study, the book reviews the
it, life is hard but beautiful in a way it never has been Experts estimate that as many as 98,000 people
current understanding of why these mistakes
before. Frank and funny, dark and wise, Kate Bowler die in any given year from medical errors that
happen. A key theme is that legitimate liability
pulls the reader deeply into her life in an account she occur in hospitals. That's more than die from
concerns discourage reporting of errors--which
populates affectionately with a colorful, often
motor vehicle accidents, breast cancer, or
hilarious retinue of friends, mega-church preachers, AIDS--three causes that receive far more public begs the question, "How can we learn from our
mistakes?" Balancing regulatory versus marketrelatives, and doctors. Everything Happens for a
attention. Indeed, more people die annually
based initiatives and public versus private efforts,
Reason tells her story, offering up her irreverent, hardfrom medication errors than from workplace
the Institute of Medicine presents wide-ranging
won observations on dying and the ways it has taught
injuries.
Add
the
financial
cost
to
the
human
recommendations for improving patient safety, in
her to live. Praise for Everything Happens for a
tragedy,
and
medical
error
easily
rises
to
the
top
Reason “I fell hard and fast for Kate Bowler. Her
the areas of leadership, improved data collection
ranks
of
urgent,
widespread
public
problems.
To
writing is naked, elegant, and gripping—she’s like a
and analysis, and development of effective
Err
Is
Human
breaks
the
silence
that
has
Christian Joan Didion. I left Kate’s story feeling
systems at the level of direct patient care. To Err
surrounded medical errors and their
more present, more grateful, and a hell of a lot less
Is Human asserts that the problem is not bad
alone. And what else is art for?”—Glennon Doyle, consequence--but not by pointing fingers at
people in health care--it is that good people are
#1 New York Times bestselling author of Love
caring health care professionals who make
working in bad systems that need to be made
Warrior and president of Together Rising
honest mistakes. After all, to err is human.
safer. Comprehensive and straightforward, this
What started as a game turns into something much Instead, this book sets forth a national
book offers a clear prescription for raising the
more deadly in this fast-paced YA thriller, perfect for agenda--with state and local implications--for
level of patient safety in American health care. It
fans of Natasha Preston! Harper Jacobs and her
reducing medical errors and improving patient also explains how patients themselves can
friends are just looking for some fun when they
safety through the design of a safer health system. influence the quality of care that they receive
decide to start breaking into one another's houses. It's
enough to give them a rush, and it's pretty harmless This volume reveals the often startling statistics of once they check into the hospital. This book will
since they all promise not to take anything that can't medical error and the disparity between the
be vitally important to federal, state, and local
incidence
of
error
and
public
perception
of
it,
be replaced. But when they target the home of a
health policy makers and regulators, health
classmate, it crosses a line, and one of the group turns given many patients' expectations that the
professional licensing officials, hospital
up dead. Harper needs to figure out what's happening medical profession always performs perfectly. A administrators, medical educators and students,
fast...or else she might be next.
careful examination is made of how the
health caregivers, health journalists, patient
One Little Secret
surrounding forces of legislation, regulation, and advocates--as well as patients themselves. First in
Never Coming Home
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a series of publications from the Quality of Health author Adam Silvera returns to the universe of
Sarah helps you reconnect with the God who is
Care in America, a project initiated by the
international phenomenon They Both Die at the present in our deepest anguish and discover that
Institute of Medicine
End in this prequel. New star-crossed lovers are you are worth everything it takes to get better.
Adam Silvera reminds us that there’s no life
put to the test on the first day of Death-Cast’s Beautifully written and full of hard-won wisdom,
without death and no love without loss in this
fateful calls.
I Love Jesus, But I Want to Die offers a path
devastating yet uplifting story about two people A compassionate, shame-free guide for your
toward a rich, hope-filled life in Christ, even
whose lives change over the course of one
darkest days “A one-of-a-kind book . . . to read when healing doesn’t look like what you
unforgettable day. #1 New York Times bestseller for yourself or give to a struggling friend or loved expect.
* 4 starred reviews * A School Library Journal
one without the fear that depression and suicidal When Cate Kinkaid receives a frantic call about a
Best Book of the Year * A Kirkus Best Book of the thoughts will be minimized, medicalized or over- triple homicide, she drives to the scene against
Year * A Booklist Editors' Choice * A Bustle Best spiritualized.”—Kay Warren, cofounder of
her better judgment--aren't triple homicides
YA Novel * A Paste Magazine Best YA Book * A Saddleback Church What happens when loving more up the police department's alley?--only to
Book Riot Best Queer Book * A Buzzfeed Best
Jesus doesn’t cure you of depression, anxiety, find that the victims are not quite who she
YA Book of the Year * A BookPage Best YA
or suicidal thoughts? You might be crushed by
expects. Now she has a new rule to add to those
Book of the Year On September 5, a little after
shame over your mental illness, only to be told by she's learned in her short stint as an assistant
midnight, Death-Cast calls Mateo Torrez and
well-meaning Christians to “choose joy” and private investigator: always find out if the victims
Rufus Emeterio to give them some bad news:
“pray more.” So you beg God to take away the actually have human DNA. Because these three
They’re going to die today. Mateo and Rufus pain, but nothing eases the ache inside. As
do not. But who would shoot this nice lady's
are total strangers, but, for different reasons,
darkness lingers and color drains from your
dolls? What possible reason could the shooter
they’re both looking to make a new friend on world, you’re left wondering if God has
have? And then there's the startling discovery of
their End Day. The good news: There’s an app abandoned you. You just want a way out. But
another victim, who definitely does have human
for that. It’s called the Last Friend, and through there’s hope. In I Love Jesus, But I Want to Die, DNA . . . With tension that is matched only by
it, Rufus and Mateo are about to meet up for one Sarah J. Robinson offers a healthy, practical, and humor, Dolled Up to Die is the exciting second
last great adventure—to live a lifetime in a single shame-free guide for Christians struggling with book in Lorena McCourtney's The Cate Kinkaid
day. In the tradition of Before I Fall and If I Stay, mental illness. With unflinching honesty, Sarah Files. Mystery fans won't find a place to stop and
They Both Die at the End is a tour de force from shares her story of battling depression and
take a breath in this fast-paced and intriguing tale.
acclaimed author Adam Silvera, whose debut,
fighting to stay alive despite toxic theology that In the Quiet
More Happy Than Not, the New York Times
made her afraid to seek help outside the church. Dying In Style
Noggin
called “profound.” Plus don't miss The First to Pairing her own story with scriptural insights,
To Err Is Human
Die at the End: #1 New York Times bestselling
mental health research, and simple practices,
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Dying to Read (The Cate Kinkaid Files Book #1)
Building a Safer Health System
A BOOK OF THE MONTH CLUB
SELECTION From the USA Today–bestselling
author of The Widower’s Wife comes an
electrifying psychological thriller of love and
deceit, where the truth can be darker than fiction
Liza Cole, a once-successful novelist whose
career has seen better days, has one month to
write the thriller that could land her back on the
bestseller list. Meanwhile, she’s struggling to
start a family, but her husband is distracted by
the disappearance of his best friend, Nick. As
stresses weigh her down in her professional and
personal lives, Liza escapes into writing the
chilling exploits of her latest heroine, Beth. Beth,
a new mother, suspects her husband is cheating
on her while she’s home caring for their
newborn. Angry and betrayed, she aims to catch
him in the act and make him pay for shattering
the illusion of their perfect life. But before she
realizes what she’s doing, she’s tossing the
body of her husband’s mistress into the East
River. Then, the lines between Liza’s fiction
and her reality eerily blur. Nick’s body is
dragged from the East River, and Liza’s
husband is arrested for his murder. Before her
deadline is up, Liza will have to face up to the
truths about the people around her, including
her own. If she doesn’t, the end of her

heroine’s story could be the end of her own.
dead on the floor of the local doughnut shop?
“Recommended for anyone who enjoys Paula Could it have something to do with his friend
Hawkins or Gillian Flynn, primarily because it’s Ruprecht Van Doren, an overweight genius who
better.” —Library Journal
is determined to open a portal into a parallel
Madison Kate is a new adult/college age dark
universe using ten-dimensional string theory?
romance with enemies to lovers/hate to love
Could it involve Carl, the teenage drug dealer and
themes. This is a reverse harem series, meaning borderline psychotic who is Skippy's rival in love?
the leading lady has several love interests and she Or could "the Automator"—the ruthless, smoothdoesn't have to choose between them for her
talking headmaster intent on modernizing the
happily ever after. If this isn't your cup of tea,
school—have something to hide? Why Skippy
then this isn't the series for you. KATE is book dies and what happens next is the subject of this
4 of 4 in the MADISON KATE series. The blurb dazzling and uproarious novel, unraveling a
below may contain spoilers for previous books, mystery that links the boys of Seabrook College
and I urge you not to read it until you've finished to their parents and teachers in ways nobody
HATE, LIAR and FAKE. ◆◆◆ "I never miss." could have imagined. With a cast of characters
Riot Night changed my life. Coming back to
that ranges from hip-hop-loving fourteen-yearShadow Grove turned it on its head. I've been
old Eoin "MC Sexecutioner" Flynn to
hunted, stabbed, stalked, tormented, and used. basketballplaying midget Philip Kilfether, packed
Hate fueled me, lies tore me apart, and in the end with questions and answers on everything from
everything I thought I knew turned out to be
Ritalin, to M-theory, to bungee jumping, to the
fake. Except... Riot Night also brought Archer, hidden meaning of the poetry of Robert Frost,
Kody, and Steele back into my life. No matter
Skippy Dies is a heartfelt, hilarious portrait of the
how much I've fought it, hated it, been lied to or pain, joy, and occasional beauty of adolescence,
discovered the deceptions-I want them in my life. and a tragic depiction of a world always happy to
No one owns me. No one is taking them away. sacrifice its weakest members. As the twenty-first
This is my life, dammit, and these guys are mine century enters its teenage years, this is a
to keep. If a war is what it takes, then a war is what breathtaking novel from a young writer who will
they'll get.
come to define his generation.
Why does Skippy, a fourteen-year-old boy at
The Last to Die
Dublin's venerable Seabrook College, end up
Book Three In The Bodyguards Of L.A. County
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Series
Design for Dying
Dolled Up to Die
The Pacific Reporter
Saving Graces
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